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Description

Bw Darius is an elegant wedge
serif typeface, halfway between the
transitional and didone genres, with a
sharper approach to terminals without
falling on the stiffness of the didones.
The wide skeleton, modern
proportions and high contrast,
all contribute to the opulent
personality of this font.

apertures makes it fit for display
but also body text purposes,
performing well both on screen
and printed.

Bw Darius comes in 4 styles
(from a delicate Light to a robust
and sturdy Black) allowing
brands to use the different
voice tonalities within the same
style. Its tall x-height and open

It supports all European Latin
languages and it includes
OpenType features like Old-Style
figures, fractions, case sensitive
forms, standard ligatures and
unusual discretionary ligatures.

Licensing options are available
from brandingwithtype.com
and selected vendors. Please visit
our website for the latest version
and information on this font.

Styles

Standard ligatures (activated by default)

Light
Regular
Bold

fä fb fë ff ffb ffh ffi ffj ffk ffl fft fh fħ fí
fī fj fk fľ fö ft fü fy fý fi fl tt tv ty tý
Discretionary ligatues

AA Ca Ce Co HD HK HP HR La Le Lo MD MH MK
MP MR OC OO UK UR oo

Black
Lining figures (default)

Old style figures

1234567890%€£$¥

1234567890%€£$¥

Fractions

1/2 1/3 2/3 3/4 1/5 2/5 1/6 1/7 3/8 1/10

1/2 1/3 2/3 3/4 1/5 2/5 1/6 1/7 3/8 1/10

Case sensitive

Arrows

¿¡{[(«c-a/s+e»)]}

¿¡{[(«C-A/S+E»)]}

←↑→↓↖↗↘↙⇐⇑⇒⇓⇖⇗⇘⇙
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Sample text

Straight from the catwalk

Caffeine

glänzende außichten

GLAM
⇒ SILVERLINING ⇐

Est. 1976

sophisticated
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Sample paragraph 8/12pt

Light

Regular

Bw Darius is an elegant wedge serif typeface, halfway between
the transitional and didone genres, with a sharper approach
to terminals without falling on the stiffness of the didones.

Bw Darius is an elegant wedge serif typeface, halfway between
the transitional and didone genres, with a sharper approach
to terminals without falling on the stiffness of the didones.

The wide skeleton, modern proportions and high contrast,
all contribute to the opulent personality of this font.

The wide skeleton, modern proportions and high contrast,
all contribute to the opulent personality of this font.

Bw Darius comes in 4 styles (from a delicate Light to a robust and
sturdy Black) allowing brands to use the different voice tonalities
within the same style. Its tall x-height and open apertures makes
it fit for display but also body text purposes, performing well both
on screen and printed.

Bw Darius comes in 4 styles (from a delicate Light to a robust
and sturdy Black) allowing brands to use the different voice
tonalities within the same style. Its tall x-height and open
apertures makes it fit for display but also body text purposes,
performing well both on screen and printed.

It supports all European Latin languages and it includes OpenType
features like Old-Style figures, fractions, case sensitive forms,
standard ligatures and unusual discretionary ligatures.

It supports all European Latin languages and it includes
OpenType features like Old-Style figures, fractions,
case sensitive forms, standard ligatures and unusual
discretionary ligatures.

Licensing options are available from brandingwithtype.com
and selected vendors. Please visit our website for the latest
version and information on this font.

Licensing options are available from brandingwithtype.com
and selected vendors. Please visit our website for the latest
version and information on this font.

Bold

Black

Bw Darius is an elegant wedge serif typeface, halfway between
the transitional and didone genres, with a sharper approach
to terminals without falling on the stiffness of the didones.

Bw Darius is an elegant wedge serif typeface, halfway
between the transitional and didone genres, with a sharper
approach to terminals without falling on the stiffness of
the didones.

The wide skeleton, modern proportions and high contrast,
all contribute to the opulent personality of this font.
Bw Darius comes in 4 styles (from a delicate Light to a robust
and sturdy Black) allowing brands to use the different voice
tonalities within the same style. Its tall x-height and open
apertures makes it fit for display but also body text purposes,
performing well both on screen and printed.
It supports all European Latin languages and it includes
OpenType features like Old-Style figures, fractions,
case sensitive forms, standard ligatures and unusual
discretionary ligatures.
Licensing options are available from brandingwithtype.com
and selected vendors. Please visit our website for the latest
version and information on this font.

The wide skeleton, modern proportions and high contrast,
all contribute to the opulent personality of this font.
Bw Darius comes in 4 styles (from a delicate Light to
a robust and sturdy Black) allowing brands to use the
different voice tonalities within the same style. Its tall
x-height and open apertures makes it fit for display but
also body text purposes, performing well both on screen
and printed.
It supports all European Latin languages and it includes
OpenType features like Old-Style figures, fractions,
case sensitive forms, standard ligatures and unusual
discretionary ligatures.
Licensing options are available from brandingwithtype.
com and selected vendors. Please visit our website for the
latest version and information on this font.
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Sample pangram. ALL CAPS 48/48pt

Light

PACK MY BOX
WITH FIVE DOZEN
LIQUOR JUGS
Regular

PACK MY BOX
WITH FIVE DOZEN
LIQUOR JUGS
Bold

PACK MY BOX
WITH FIVE DOZEN
LIQUOR JUGS
Black

PACK MY BOX
WITH FIVE DOZEN
LIQUOR JUGS
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Character set — Regular
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